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The Feminist Critique of Liberalism
Martha C. Nussbaum*
Women around the world are using the language ofliberalism. Consider some representative examples from recent publications:
1. Roop Rekha Verma, philosopher and grass-roots activist from
Lucknow, India, speaks about the many ways in which Indian religious
traditions have devalued women. She concludes that the largest problem with these traditions is that they deprive women of "full personhood." "What is personhood?" Verma asks. "To me three things seem
essential for [full personhood]: autonomy, self-respect, and a sense
of fulfillment and achievement. "1
2. Nahid Toubia, the first woman surgeon in the Sudan and
woman's health activist, writes of the urgent need need to mobilize
international opposition to the practice offemale genital mutilation,
especially when it is performed on young girls without their consent.
"International human rights bodies and organizations," she concludes, " must declare FGM to be violence against women and children and a violation of their rights... If women are to be considered
as equal and responsible members of society, no aspect of their physical, psychological, or sexual integrity can be compromised. "2
3. Describing a meeting at the Indian Institute of Management
in Bangalore that brought together widows from all over India for a
discussion of their living conditions, The Hindu Magazine reports as
follows:
Throughout the week they came to realise many things about
themselves and their lives-especially how much they had
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internalised society's perceptions of them as daughters, wives,
mothers and widows (their identity invariably defined in terms
of their relationship to men) .... They were encouraged to see
themselves as persons who had a right to exist even if their husbands were dead, and as citizens who had a right to resourcessuch as land, housing, employment, credit and ration
cards-which would enable them to live and bring up their children (if any) with dignity and self-respect. :~
Personhood, autonomy, rights, dignity, self-respect: these are the
terms of the liberal Enlightenment. Women are using them, and teaching other women to use them when they did not use them before. They
treat these terms as though they matter, as though they are the best
terms in which to conduct a radical critique of society, as though using
them is crucial to women's quality of life.
This situation looks in some respects deeply par.tdoxical, since liberalism has been thought by many feminists to be a political approach
that is totally inadequate to the needs and aims of women, and in some
ways profoundly subversive of those aims. Over the past twenty years
feminist political thinkers have put fonvard many reasons to reject liberalism and to define feminism to some extent in opposition to liberalism. In 1983, in one of the most influential works of feminist
political theory, Alisonjaggar concluded that "the liberal conception
ofhum<m nature and of political philosophy cannot constimte the philosophical foundation for an adequate theory of women's liber.ttion."4
Many influential feminist thinkers have tended to agree withjaggar,
and to treat liberalism as at best negligent of women's concerns and
at worst an active enemy of women's progress.
But liberalism has not died in feminist politics; if anything, with
the dramatic growth of the movement to recognize various women's
rights as central human rights under international law, its radical
feminist potential is just beginning to be realized. So it is time to reassess the charges most commonly made in the feminist critique of
liberalism to see whether they really give us good reasons to view the
continued ascendancy of feminist liberalism with skepticism.
Who is this "us", and why should "our" conclusions matter? It is
obvious that the activists from whom I have quoted have gone about
their business undaunted by the feminist critique, and they will not
be daunted now, if feminists once again tell them that autonomy and
personhood are bad notions for feminists to use. In that sense a philosophical reassessment could be seen as beside the point. But the international political situation is volatile, and the liberal discourse of
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personhood and rights has come under attack from many directions,
some of them practical and influential. 5 Looking at the case for the
defense is therefore not simply a scholarly exercise, but also a contribution to practical politics.
I shall examine the feminist critique under three headings: (I) Individualism and Community; (2) Abstraction and Conuctc Reality;
(3) Reason and Emotion. In general, I shall argue, liberalism of a kind
can be defended against the charges that have been made. The deepest and most central ideas of the liberal tradition arc ideas of radical
force and great theoretical and practical value. These ideas can be
formulated in ways that incorporate what is most valuable in the feminist critique-although liberalism needs to learn from feminism if it
is to formulate il'i own central insighl'i in a fully adequate manner. Taking on board the insights of feminism will not leave liberalism unchanged, and liberalism needs to change to respond adequately to
those insights: but it will be changed in ways that make it more deeply
consistent with its own most foundational ideas. Another way of expressing this point is to say that there have been many varieties ofliberalism and many strands within liberalism; thinking about the feminist
critique proves important in choosing among these varieties, because
feminism does show real weaknesses in some forms of liberalism that
continue to be influential, though not, I shall argue, in the most basic
ideas of liberalism itself. Some feminist proposals do resist incorporation even into a reformulated feminist liberalism; but I shall argue
that these are proposals that should be resisted, as we attempt to promote justice for the world's women.
There is danger in speaking so generally about "liberalism," a
danger that has often plagued feminist debates. ~Liberalism" is not
a single position, hut a family of positions; it is obvious that Kantian
liberalism is profoundly different from classical utilitarian liberalism,
and both of these from the utilitarianism currently dominant in neoclassical economics. Many critiques of liberalism arc really critiques
of economic utilitarianism, and would not hold against the views of
Kant, or Mill. Some feminist attacks oversimplify the tradition, and
in responding to them I run a grave risk of oversimplification myself.
When I speak of"libcralism," then, I shall have in mind, above all, the
tradition of Kantian liberalism represented today in the political
thought of.John Rawls, and also the classical utilitarian liberal tradition, especially as exemplified in the work of.John Stuart Mill. I shall
also refer frequently to some m;~jor precursors, namely Rousseau,
Hume, and Adam Smith, who made enormously important contri-
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butions to the development ofliberal ideas of equality and choice. It
seems reasonable to assess the feminist critique by holding it up
against the best examples of liberal political thought; any critique of
liberalism that can't be taken seriously as a criticism of Kant or Mill
probably is not worth discussing.
The thinkers I have chosen are not in agreement on many important
matters; but there is a core of common commitments that can be scrutinized with the interests of feminism in mind. At the heart of this
tradition is a twofold intuition about human beings: namely, that all,
just by being human, are of equal dignity and worth, no matter where
they are situated in society; and that the primary source of this worth
is a power of moral choice within them, a power that consists in the
ability to plan a life in accordance with one's own evaluations of
ends.6 To these two intuitions-which link liberalism at its core to the
thought of the Greek and Roman Stoics 7-the liberal tradition adds
one more, which the Stoics did not emphasize: that the moral equality of persons gives them a fair claim to certain types of treatment at
the hands of society and politics. What this treatment is will be a subject of debate within the tradition, but the shared starting point is that
this treatment must do two closely related things. It must respect and
promote the liberty of choice, and it must repect and promote the
equal worth of persons as choosers. 8
To what is liberalism, so conceived, opposed? Here again we must
begin crudely, with some rough intuitions that we will try to render
more precise as we go on. Liberalism is opposed, first of all, to any
approach to politics that turns morally irrelevant differences into systematic sources of social hierarchy. 9 It is opposed, then, to the naturalizing of hierarchies- to the caste system characteristic of traditional
Indian society; to related caste hierarchies created in many times and
places by differences of race and class and power and religion. 10 It is
opposed, second, to forms of political organization that are corporatist
or organically organized-that seek a good for the group as a whole
without focusing above all on the well-being and agency of individual
group members. 11 Finally, it is opposed to a politics that is ideologically based, in the sense that it turns one particular conception of
value-whether utopian or religious or traditional-into a mandatory
standard imposed by authority on all citizens. Religious intolerance,
the establishment of a single church, or the establishment of a single
utopian political vision of the good-ali of these strike the liberal as
embodying unequal respect for persons, who ought to be free to follow their conscience in the most important matters. Liberalism is thus
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opposed to Marxism, to theocratic social orders, and to many forms
of authoritarian or tr.tdition-based conservatism. 12
Liberalism so conceived is centrally about the protection of spheres
of choice-not, I claim, in a purely negative way, maximizing the
sheer number of choices people get to make for themselves, bUL
rather in a way closely tied to the norm of equal respect for personhood. The choices that get protection will be those deemed to be of
crucial importance to the protection and expression of personhood.
Thus it would be perfectly consistent for a liberal, beginning from these
intuitions, to support certain forms of interference with choice if it
could be successfully argued that such interference promotes equal
respect rather than undermining it, or, even, that the interference
makes no difference to personhood one way or another. All liberal
\iews accept some interference with choice, whether to promote more
choice, or to constrain force and fraud, or to produce greater overall prosperity, or greater fairness. Starting from the same basic intuitions, then, liberals can end up in very different positions about
many matters, such as the justice of various types of economic redistribution, or the appropriateness of various types of paternalistic legislation. They will differ about these policies because they differ
about what is crucial in order to respect the equal worth of persons
and to give the power of choice the support that is its due. On this
account, both john Rawls and Robert Nozick arc liber.tls, because both
share a central commitment to liberty and equal respect, although
they disagree profoundly about the permissibility of economic redistribution-Rawls holding that it is required in order to show equal
respect for persons, Nozick holding that it is incompatible with such
equal respect 13 Many such dis.'lgreements arise within liberalism. They
involve, often, not only disagreement about means to shared ends, but
also different concrete specifications of some highly general ends. H
On the other hand, it would be hard to conceive of a form of liberalism in which religious toleration was not a central tenet, or one that
did not protect certain basic freedoms associated with personal choice,
such as freedoms of expression, press, and assembly. 15
Feminists have made three salient charges against this liberal tradition as a philosophy that might be used to promote women's goals.
They have charged, first, that it is too "individualistic": that its focus
on the dignity and worth of the individual slights and unfairly subordinates the value to be attached to community and to collective social entities such as families, groups, and classes. They have charged,
second, that its ideal of equality is too abstract and formal, that it errs
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through lack of immersion in the concrete realities of power in different social situations. Finally, they have charged that liberalism errs
through its focus on reason, unfairly slighting the role we should give
to emotion and care in the moral and political life. All these alleged
failings in liberalism are linked to with specific failings in the tradition's handling of women's issues. It has frequently been claimed that
liberalism cannot atone for these defects without changing utterly, and
that feminists interested in progress beyond the status quo would be
better ofT choosing a different political philosophy-whether a form
of socialism or Marxism, or a form of communitarian or care-based
political theory. Let us examine these charges.
1. Individual and Community
The most common feminist charge against liberalism is that it is
too "individualistic." By taking the individual to be the basic unit for
political thought, it treats the individual as prior to society, as capable, in theory if not in fact, of existing outside of all social ties. "Logically if not empirically," writes Jaggar of the liberal view, "human
individuals could exist outside a social context; their essential characteristics, their needs and interests, their capacities and desires, arc
given independently of their social context and are not created or even
fundamentally altered by that context. "16 Jaggar later restates this
liberal "metaphysical assumption" in an even stronger form: "each
human individual has desires, interests, etc. that in principle can be
fulfilled quite separ.ttely from the desires and interest<~ of other people. "17 .Jaggar later describes this as the liberal assumption of "political solipsism, the assumption that human individuals are essentially
self-sufficient entities." 18 She holds that this starting point makes
liberals characterize "community and cooperation ... as phenomena
whose existence and even possibility is puzzling," if not downright
"impossible. " 19
Described this way, liberal indi'<.idualism lies perilously close to two
positions most feminists agree in rejecting: egoism and nonnativl' self
suffidenr:y. If liberals really did hold, as Jaggar suggests, that the most
basic desires of human beings are not only not shaped by society but
also are desires that can be satisfied independently of the satisfactions
of desires and interests of others, they would indeed be close to endorsing psychological egoism, the view that people are all motivated to
pursue their own self-interest above all else. And this, of course, is a
view that makes cooperation and community at least somewhat puz6

zling. On the basis of.Jaggar's belief that such self:Centered desires
and interests are given special weight in liberal politics, she apparently
takes the liberal view to lie close to uormatitJe ethical I'J{oi.nn as well,:w
that is, to a view that it is always best to promote the satisfaction of
one's own self:interest-though such a conclusion is rather puzzling
given that the political theories she discusses, both Utilitarian and Rawlsian, aim, by.Jaggar's own account, at satisfying evnyont':s interests, not
just the interests of a single agent. This would seem to make them
far from egoistic. 21
The charge of egoism is unconvincing. Some liberal thinkers do
assume a f(mn of psychological egoism, and it is right of both feminists and others to call that assumption into question. Jaggar cites
Amartya Sen's article "Rational Fools,'~22 which criticizes economic
utilitarianism for underrating the importance of sympathy and commitment as motives; she is right to find this a powerful ol~jection to some
dominant modes of economic modeling. But she herself admits that
this view of human motivation is far from universal in the liberal tradition: that .John Rawls has a non-egoistic account of human psychology, and that Mill and Kant think of the human being as moved by both
egoistic and non-egoistic motives. 23 She does not give us any reason
to belie\'e that the egoism she criticizes in economic utilitarianism is
entailed or even encouraged by anything deep in liberalism itself.
Indeed, evenjaggar's weaker psychological claim about the solitary character of basic desires in liberalism appears to be inaccurate.
Liberal theorisl'! \'al)', and no doubt some, in particular l-lobbes24 and
Bentham in their different ways, come close to imagining the human
individual as having no natural love of others. Kant, because he holds
that all sensuous inclinations are accidenl'i ofindividual endowment,
is agnostic on the matter, and thinks that we should not rely on such
motives too much if we want to promote benevolence. But other liberal thinkers, such as Mill, Hume, Smith, and Rawls, have an evidently social and other-inclusive psychology, building in alliliation with
and need for others into the very foundations of their accounts of
human motivation, and denying that individuals can satisfy their basic
desires independently of relationship and community. In a very important way Kant himself agrees: for although he holds that with respect to liking and pleasure and other forms of sensuous inclination
we are not reliably inclined toward one another, he holds at the same
time that the identity of a human being is given in the most fundamental terms by its membership in a certain sort of community,
namely the kingdom of ends, the community of free rational beings
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who regard one another with respect and awe and who are committed to promote one another's happiness and well-being because of
the respect they feel for one another. Rawls, similarly, imagines the
agents in the Original Position as held together by a concern for
building a community in which they will live together on terms of mulllal cooperation.
As for normative ethical egoism, one could not even begin to
argue plausibly that either the Utilitarian or the Kantian tradition is
guilty. The essential emphasis of liberal individualism is on respect
for others as individuals; how can this even initially be thought to involve egoism? Both theories arc extremely exigent in the demands
they make of moral agent-; in respect of altmism and duties to others. Utilitarianism holds that an action is right only if it maximizes
total or average utility-of all the world's people, in its strictest version; some utilitarians would extend the requirement to animals as
well. Clearly this is a theory that demands enormous sacrifices of agents,
and is very far from letting them go about their self-interested business. Kantian duties to others are not quite as severe, since "imperfect duties" of benevolence have much elasticity, and the .K."lntian
agent is allowed to give preference on many occasions to the ncar and
dear. Nonetheless, it would be utterly implausible to call Kant's an
egoistic moral theory, since duties to promote the happiness of others are at its very core. 25
More initially plausible is the suggestion that liberalism, by conceiving the human being in a way that imagines her cut off from all
others and yet thriving, encourages normative project-; of self-sufficiency-urges people, that is, to minimize their needs for one another
and to depend on themselves alone. This, I think, is whatjaggar is
really worried about when she speaks of "political solipsism". This is
certainly one of the charges feminists commonly think tme of liberalism, and one of the ways in which feminists have connected liberalism with common male attitudes and concerns. Feminists hold that
by encouraging self-sufficiency as a goal, liberalism subverts the values of family and community, ends that feminists rightly prize. What
should we say about this charge?
First, we should note that the normative goal of self-sufficiency is
not one that feminists should dismiss without an argument. Those
figures in the Western philosophical tradition who have defended some
form of detachment and self-sufficiency as human goals-in particular, the Stoics and Spinoza-havc done so using powerful argumcnto;,
in particular arguments that connect the aim of selt~sufficiency with
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the elimination of anger and revenge, and the creation of a just and
merciful society. Even if feminists want to reject those arguments, they
need to grapple with them, rather than viewing them as so many
signs of heedless maleness. 21l
Moreover, self-sufficiency is a goal that has actually been endorsed
by some very valuable feminist projects in the developing world, those
focusing on the empowerment of women through employment, credit,
and land rights. SEWA, the Self-Employed Women's Organization,
a very impressive pr~ject in India that gives loans to large numbers of
women to improve their economic condition and also bargains on their
behalf for better working conditions in informal-sector activities, has
ten official goals for women, of which Self-Sufficiency is the last, and
in some ways the most important. The importance of self-sufficiency
as goal derives from Gandhi's thought about the importance of a selfreliant India; it also reflect'i the \'iew of the organizers that women can
only improve their bargaining position in the family through the pursuit of more independence from others. In the view of Ela Bhatt and
the other leaders of SEWA, there is no contradiction between promoting self-sufficiency as goal and promoting valuable types of care
and community. 27 This seems right: self-sufficiency of a type may be
pursued as one goal among others, and this need not subvert the most
valuable types of affiliation.
Second, if we focus for the moment only on the more extreme forms
of self-sufficiency, that do entail detachment from others, we should
observe that the ethical aim of detachment is not strongly linked to
individualism, that is, to the view that the primary focus of ethical and
political thought should be the individual, understood as a separate
unit. Indeed, in its most influential world form, in the Buddhist and
to some extent also Hindu traditions, the nonnative doctrine of selfsufficiency and detachment presupposes the recognition that individuals as such do not really exist; it is precisely this recognition that
grounds indifference to even to;, such as deaths ofloved ones, that might
be thought to matter deeply. Individualism, with its focus on what
happens here and now in one's very own life, would seem to have an
uphill battle in order to cultivate detachment from such external
events. 28
Next, we should remark that even if the psychology of liberalism
were as described, that is, even if liberals did hold that our most basic
desires can be satisfied independently of relationships to others, the
normative conclusions about extreme self-sufficiency would not follow. For moral theories frequently demand of people things that go
9

against the grain, and we could demand great concern for others from
people to whom such concern docs not seem to come naturally. Such
appears to have been the enterprise of Jeremy Bentham, who combined an extremely self-centered psychology with an exigent normative altruism. Kant, too, was ready to demand of agents that they
disregard their most powerful desires; he famously holds that even a
man in whose heart nature has placed little sympathy for others can
still be expected to be absolutely committed to their good, both in
family and in community. Kant certainly believes that all altruistic commitment and loving concern in marriage goes against the grain, given
the extremely solipsistic tendencies he imputes to sexual desire; but
he expected individuals to live up to those commitments, rather than
to seek self-sufficiency. 2!' Liberals, then, can and do highly value
benevolence, family concern, and social/political involvement, even
if they should hold that individuals must control strong selfish inclinations in order to pursue these things. And, as I have argued, liberalism typically endows individuals with powerful other-regarding
motives also.
Liberal individualism, then, docs not entail either egoism or normative self-sufficiency. What docs it really mean, then, to make the
individual the basic unit for political thought? It means, first of all,
that liberalism responds sharply to the basic fact that each person has
a course from birth to death that is not precisely the same as that of
any other person; that each person is one and not more than one, that
each feels pain in his or her own body, that the food given to A does
not arrive in the stomach of B. The separateness of persons is a basic
fact of human life; in stressing it, liberalism stresses something experientially true, and fundamentally important. In stressing this fact,
the liberal takes her stand squarely in the camp of this-worldly experience, and rejects forms of revisionary metaphysics (for example
forms of Buddhism or of Platonism) that would deny the reality of our
separateness and our substantial embodied character. 30 It rejects the
Buddhist picture of persons as mere whorls in the ceaseless flux of
world energy and the feudal picture of persons as fundamentally
characterized by a set of hierarchical relations. It says that the fundamental entity for politics is a li\ing body that goes from here to there,
from birth to death, never fused with any other-that we are hungry
and joyful and loving and needy one by one, however closely we may
embrace one another.:n In normative terms, this commitment to the
recognition of individual separateness means, for the liberal, that the
demands of a collectivity or a relation should not as such be made the
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basic goal of politics: collectivities, such as the state and even the family, are composed ofindh·iduals, who never do fuse, who always continue to have their separate brains and voices and stomachs, however
much they love one another. Each one of these is separate, and each
one of these is an end. Liberalism holds that the flourishing of
human beings taken one by one is both analytically and normatively
prior to the flourishing of the state or the nation or the religious b>T<mp:
analytically, because such unities do not really efl:tce the separate reality of individual lives, normatively because the recognition of that
separateness is held to be a fundamental f~tct for ethics, which should
recognize each separate entity as an end, not as a means to the ends
of others. The central question of politics should be not, how is the
organic whole doing, but rather, how arc X and Y and Z and Q
doing; the central goal for politics will be some sort of amelioration
in the lives of X and Yand Z and Q, where a larger amount of happiness for X, where X might be the ruler, docs not compensate for
a larger amount of miseJ)' for Q, where Q might he a poor rural
woman. :12
Putting things this way does not require us to deny that X might
love Y intensely, and view his life as worthless without Y; it docs not
require that Z and Q do not plan their lives together and aim at
shared ends; it docs not require us to hold that alllimr do not need
one another profoundly, or vividly hold the pleasure and pain of one
another in their imaginations. It just asks us to concern ourselves with
the distribution of resources and opportunities in a certain way,
namely, with concern to see how well enrh am/ f'l't'')' one of them is
doing, seeing each and every one as an end, worthy of concern.
Put this way, liberal individualism seems to be a \'el)' good view for
feminists to embrace. For it is clear that women have too rarely been
treated as ends in themsch•cs, and all too fi·cqucntly treated as means
to the ends of others. 'Nomen's individual wdl-hcing has far too
rarely been taken into account in political and economic planning
and measurement. Women have vel)' often been treated as parts of
a larger unit, especially the family, and valued primarily fiu· their contribution as reproducers and care-givers, rather than as sources of
agency and worth in their own right. In connection with this non-indi\'idualistic way of valuing women, questions about families have
been asked without asking how well each of its individual members
are doing. But conflicLo; for resources and opportunities are ubiquitous in families around the world, and women are often the \'ictims
of these conflicts. \Vhen food is scarce in families, it is \'Cl)' frequently
II

women, and especially girls, who get less, who become malnourished
and die. When there is an illness and only some children can be taken
to the doctor, it is frequently girls who are neglected. Amartya Sen's
well-known statistic of"missing women" estimates that approximately
100 million women are not alive in the world today who would have
been alive had they received nutrition and health care equal to that
given males. 33 There are 44 million such "missing women" in China
alone, 36.9 million in India. In India, the "missing women" comprise
9.5% of the total number of actual women, in Pakistan 12.9%. Again,
when only some children can go to school, it is frequently the girls
who are kept at home. In South Asia, female literacy rates average
around half those of males; in some countries the ratio is still lower:
for example, in Afghanistan 32%, in Sudan 27%. 34
Again, when there is violence in the family, women and girls arc
overwhelmingly likely to be its victims. Here there arc depressingly
many statistics, but to cite just a few: The UN Human Development
Report for 1995 reports that one third of women in Barbados, Canada,
the Netherlands, New Zealand, Nonvay, and the United States report
sexual abuse during childhood or adolescence. Each year, an estimated
one million children (mostly girls in Asia) are forced into prostitution, often with the connivance of their families. An estimated 85 million living women and girls currently alive have suffered genital
mutilation. 35 In Colombia during 1982 and 1983, the Forensic Institute of Bogota found that of 1170 cases of bodily injury, one of five
was due to conjugal violenct, and 94% of those hospitalized were battered women. More than 50% of married women in the largest slum
of Bangkok reported being regularly beaten by their husbands. 36 In
the maternity hospital of Lima Peru, 90% of all young mothers ages
tweh•e to sixteen have been raped by their father, stepfather, or another close relative. In Costa Rica, an agency working with young mothers reports that 95% of their pregnant clients under age fifteen are
victims of incest. US data show that more than 50% of rape victims
are age fifteen and under.37 As for marriage itself, many of the world's
women do not have the right to consent to a marriage, and few have
any recourse from ill-treatment within it. Divorce, even if legally
available, is commonly not a practical option, given women's economic
dependency and lack of educational and employment opportunities.
Marital rape is a ubiquitous fact of female life; both Western and
non-Western nations have been culpably slow to criminalize it. 311
To people who live in the midst of such facts, it is very important
to say, I am a separate person and an individual. I count for some12

thing as such, and my pain is not wiped out by someone else's satisfaction. When we reflect that a large number of the world's women
inhabit traditions that really have denied the separateness of persons, and that many more inhabit traditions that, whatever their metaphysics, value women primarily for the care they give to others rather
than as ends, we have all the more reason to insist that liberalism individualism is good for women. 39
There is no doubt that liberalism deserves feminist criticism on
this point. For, as many feminists have long pointed out, where
women and the family are concerned, liberal political thought has not
been nearly individualist enough. Liberal thinkers tended to segment
the priv-ate from the public sphere, considering the public sphere to
be the sphere of individual rights and contractual arrangements, the
family to be a private sphere of love and comfort into which the state
should not meddle. This tendency grows, no doubt, out of a legitimate concern for the protection of choice-but too few questions were
asked about whose choices were thereby protected. This meant that
liberals often failed to notice the extent to which law and institutional arrangements shape the family institution and determine the
privileges and rights ofits members. Having failed to notice this, they
all too frequently failed to ask whether there were legal deficiencies
in this sphere that urgently needed addressing. In 1869 John Stuart
Mill already urged British law to address the problem of marital rape,
which, he said, made the lot of women lower than that of slaves:
Hardly any slave .. .is a slave at all hours and all minutes ... But it
cannot be so with the wife. Above all, a female slave has (in
Christian countries) an admitted right, and is considered under
a moral obligation, to refuse to her master the last familiarity.
Not so the wife: however brutal a tyrant she may unfortunately
be chained to-though she may know tlmt he hates her, though
it may be his daily pleasure to torture her, and though she may
feel it impossible not to loathe him-he can claim from her
and enforce the lowest degradation of a human being, that of
being made the instrument of an animal function contrary to
her inclinations."10
Though Mill seems exces.-.ively sanguine here about the female slave;11
he is right on target about tl1e wife, and he sees what a deep violation
of basic liberalteneL-. is involved in the failure to legislate against marital rape. Again, in the same passage, he argues that the laws that deny
the wife equal legal rights over children arc also a profound violation
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of personhood and autonomy:12 In a similar way, he diagnoses other
distortions of the family structure caused by male power and the laws
that expressed it, arguing for women's full equality in all that relates
to citizenship, and therefore for many changes in disabling Htmily laws.
Mill supports his argument in part by appeal to consistency, saying that liberalism cannot plausibly deny women the rights it vindicates for men. But he also argues that male citizenship in a liberal regime
is ill served by a mode of family organization based upon subordination. For such a family order is a vestige of monarchical power, and
raises up little despots who arc ill prepared to respect the rights and
dignity of their fellow citizens.
Think what it is to a boy, to grow up to manhood in the belief
that without any merit or any exertion of his own, though he
may be the most frivolous and empty or the most ignorant and
stolid of mankind, by the mere fact of being born a male he is
by right the superior of all and every one of an entire half of
the human race: including probably some whose real superiority to himself he has daily or hourly occasion to feel.. .Is it imagined that all this docs not petvert the whole manner of existence
of the man, both as an individual and as a social being? It is
an exact parallel to the feeling of a hereditarr king that he is
excellent above others b)' being born a king, or a noble by being
born a noble. The relation between husband and wife is very
like that between lord and v<tssal, except that the wife is held
to more unlimited obedience than the vassal was. Howc\'er the
\''dSSal's character ma}' hm•c been affected, for better or worse,
by his subordination, who can help seeing that the lord's was
affected greatly for the worse? ...The self-worship of the monarch,
or of the feudal superior, is matched by the self:worship of the
male. Human beings do not grow up from childhood in the
possession of unearned distinctions, without pluming themselves
upon them. 4:i
In short, Mill argues, the stability of a liberal regime demands the legal
reform of family structure. All liberals should and must seck the "advantage of having the most universal and pervading of all human relations regulated by justice instead of injustice" .....
Mill's arguments in The Subjection oJWomen showed that a concern
for the individual well-being of family members, and a determination
to use law and public policy to further that concern, were in no way
alien to liberalism. Indeed, they grew naturally, as he shows, out of
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liberalism's concern for the f~tir treatment of each and every individual and its disdain for feudalism and monarchical power, for the castelike ascendancy of morally irrelevant distinctions. But most of the libcr.tl
tradition did not follow Mill's lead. Thus .John Rawls, while envisaging a society in which each individual's well-being would be a matter
of social concern, still imagined the contracting indh·iduals as heads
of households, who would be expected to take thought altruistically
for the interests of family members. 45 Here Rawls adopted a strategy
similar to that of economist Gary Becker, whose model of the family
has had enormous influence on information gathering and policy
modeling around the world. Becker held that for purposes of modcling we should assume that the head of the household is a beneficent
altruist who will adequately take thought for the intercsL'i of all family
members. Becker now holds that the model assumed too much altruism,
and that many other motives, including anger, fear, and guilt would
play a part in an adequate model of family transactions. Liberal reluctance to interfere with or even to judge the family has run very deep,
and shockingly many liberal thinkers have not noticed that the family
is not in f~tct always characterized by a harmony of interest, that males
arc not always beneficent altruists. 46 No model of the t;unily can be
adequate to reality if it fails to take account of competition for scarce
resources, divergent interests, and differences of powcr.'1;
Liberalism has much to learn from feminism in this area. It should
begin by learning the facL-; of women's hunger, domestic violence, marhal rape, unequal access to education. It should go on to correct these
facts by laws and by moral education. It should also consider the implications of women's individuality for many traditional areas of law
and policy, prominently including divorcc' 111 and taxation.'19 But notice that, as Mill already argued, what we sec here is not a f;tilure intrinsic to liberalism itself. It is, in fact, a 1;1ilure of liberal thinkers to
follow their own thought through to its socially radical conclusion.
What is wrong with the views of the family endorsed by Becker, Rawls,
and others is not that they arc too individualist, but that they are not
individualist enough. They assume too much organic unity and harmony. They give people too much credit for altruism and arc not worried enough ahom the damages of competition. For this reason they
f;til to ask rigorously their own question, namely, how is each and e\'ery
indi\idual doing? They f~1il lo ask this, perhaps, because they are focused on the autonomy and freedom of males, and they want to give
these males plenty of scope lc>r planning their lives in the private sphere.
But that is nol the liberal tradition, when this freedom is bought at
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the expense of violence and death to other individuals. To treat
males this way is, as Mill said, tantamount to treating them as kings,
who have a hereditary title to subordinate others. To treat any group
or person this way runs counter to the deepest instincts of the liberal
tradition. Despotism must be curtailed by laws protecting the equality of citizens, whether or not this despotism occurs within the family. The public conception of a liberal society should be a place of
refuge and dignity for those whose personal relations, without legal
intervention, would not have guaranteed this dignity.
Notice that Mill claims not only that these reforms are just and that
they protect the dignity and well-being of women. He claims, as well,
that they are essential to promoting the dignity and well-being of
men. Hierarchy is bad for the ruler too. Instead of proper selfrespect, he develops vanity; instead of relations of reciprocity and mutuality, he becomes habituated to relationships of exploitation and use.
"In this sense," comments Roop Rekha Verma, developing these
points in the context of contemporary India, "the feminist struggle
must be viewed as the struggle for the liberation of humanity as a
whole. "50 But that struggle, against the background of feudalism, is
what liberalism is all about.
For these reasons major theoretical and practical attempts to remedy the wrongs done to women in the family have been able to propose internal criticisms ofliberalism, rather than its wholesale rejection.
Susan Moller Okin'sjustice, Gender, and theFamilycritizes liberal theory severely for their failure to consider injustice in the family. But
she argues, plausibly, thatjohn Rawls's theory of justice can be reformulated-along lines suggested by Rawls himself when he insisted
that the family was one of the institutions that is part of the "basic structure of society" to be ordered in accordance with principles ofjustice. 51
In this feminist reformulation, parties in the original position would
be individuals, rather than representatives of household units52 ; and
parties in the original position, in addition to being ignorant of their
wealth, class, and conception of the good, would also be ignorant of
their sex. Okin argues that this would lead them to design institutions
in which the influence of gender (that is, of the social hierarchies correlated with biological sex) was minimized, and opportunities and resources would be equitably distributed within the family. 53 Rawls
appears to have accepted this proposal. 54
In a very similar manner, international women's activists, taking
international human rights agencies to task for their neglect of issues
such as marital rape, domestic violence, marital consent, and women's
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hunger, have not moved to jettison the language of human rights. Instead, they have insisted that the m~jor rights already on the agenda
be vindicated for women, and also that rights of women to be free from
gender-specific abuses be added to the list of human rights. Once again,
the defect found in international agencies such as the United Nations
is not that they have stressed individualism too much, but that, deferring
to tradition and male power, they have not done so consistently and
deeply enough. Charlotte Bunch, who coordinated the Global Campaign for Women's Human Rights at the United Nations 1993 World
Conference on Human Rights, eloquently describes the feminist liberal program:
The concept of human rights, like all vibrant visions, is not static or the property of any one group; rather, its meaning expands as people reconceive of their needs and hopes in relation
to it. In this spirit, feminists redefine human rights abuses to
include the degradation and violation ofwomen. 55
This liberal program is already producing transformations in many
countries. Some rights language in constitutions and statues around
the world is vague and aspirational, of little help to women who actually suffer from abuse. But there is indeed change. Consider a 1982
case in Bangladesh, Nelly Zaman v. Ghiyasuddin. 56 A woman tr.tpped
in a violent and abusive marriage sought to exercise her legal right
to divorce. The husband challenged, seeking restitution of his conjugal rights. Although the woman's right to divorce was clearly established by the marriage contract, the lower court held that she had
"no right to divorce at her own sweet will and without any reasonable
excuse." Her rights were vindicated by the High Court, which commented as follows:
The very concept of the husband's unilateral plea for forcible
restitution of cor~ugal rights had become outmoded and ... does
not fit with the State and Public Principle and Policy of equality of all men and women being citizens equal before the law
and entitled to be treated only in accordance with the law as
guaranteed in Articles 27 and 31 of the Constitution.
In such small victories, which, taken cumulatively, can have a radical impact on the conduct of daily life, 57 women have been winning
the right to be recognized as separate beings, beings whose well being
is distinct from that of a husband's, and who have a life of their own
to live. In a similar manner, the widows who gathered in Bangalore
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were teaming to think of themseh•es not as discarded adjuncts of a
family unit, half dead things, but as centers of thought and choice and
action, citizens who could make claims against the state for respect
and for resources. All this is liberal individualism, and liberal individualism, consistently followed through, entails a rc1dical feminist program. Most liberal political thinkers of the past have not consistently
followed out this program. While talking about separateness and
personhood, they did not take the separate personhood of women seriously enough. While objecting to some instances of feudal and
monarchical power, they did not object to that power when it was justified by the accident of gender. Whether this omission is explained
by convention or cowardice or disdain or inadvertence, it is culpable,
and it has done great harm. But we see here the failure of people,
not the failure of liberalism.
A deep strategic question arises at this point. When liberal people and states prove obtuse, refusing women's legitimate demands to
be treated as ends, at what point should women-in pursuit of that
liberal end-prefer revolutionary strategies that depart from liberal
politics? Many feminists have discovered that Mill is correct: "the generality of the male sex cannot yet tolerate the idea of living with an
equal." In consequence, legitimate arguments are mel, again and ag-.tin,
not with rational engagement. but with a resistance that keeps "throwing up fresh intrenchments of argument to repair any breach made
in the old," but is in actuality quite impervious to reasonf'11 The pretense of argument frequently proves a mask for strateb'Y aimed at
shoring up power. This sort of thing makes revolutionary collective
action deeply attractive to many women, in many different circumstances. And indeed, in many parts of the world, women have to at
least some extent ad\'anced their well-being through alliance with Mm-xist mo\'emenLo;. It is beyond my scope here to give an account of when
it is acceptable to usc illiberal means for liberal ends, or to gi\'c advice to women who are faced (as for example in contemporary Af~
ganistan) with the choice between religious fundamentalism and
Marxist collecti\'ism, or (as in contempomry Poland) between traditionalist religious parties and Marxist parties. Even in the United States
and Britain, the repeated experience of male irrationality may legitimately cause many feminists to find liberal politics insufficiently radical. To one who repeatedly contends against opposition of the sort
Mill describes, the desire to wipe the slate clean of such entrenched
obstacles and to begin anew can seem deeply attractive. I wish to note
only two things: first, that in the long run it is unlikely that liberal ends
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will be effectively served by collectivist means-as women in China have
had ample occasion to note; second, that any noble ideal can be used
as a screen by those who wish to do harm. The right response is to
blame and expose the abusers, not to discard the ideal.

Abstraction and Concrete Reality
Closely related to the feminist critique of liberal indh·idualism is
the criticism that liberalism's \ision of persons is too abstract. By thinking of individuals in ways that sever them from their history and their
social context, liberal thinkers have deprived themselves of crucial insights. I believe that there arc two different criticisms here. The first
has great power, but can be addressed within liberalism; the second
is a genuine attack upon liberalism, but docs not give us a good reason to reject liberalism.
The first attack is pressed by Catharine MacKinnon, Alisonjaggar,
and a number of other feminist thinkers. 59 Their claim is that liberalism's disregard of differences between persons that are a product
of history and social setting makes it adopt an unacceptably formal
conception of equality, one that cannot in the end treat individuals
as equals, given the reality of social hierarchy and unequal power. Notice that if this were so, that would be an extremely serious inlrmal
criticism ofliberalism, whose central goal is to show equal respect f(u·
persons despite actual differences of power. What do these feminist
critics have in mind?
It seems plausible that the liberal principle of formally equal treatment, equality under the law, may, if it is applied in an excessively abstract or remote manner, end up failing to show equal respect for
persons. For example, one might use basically liberal language to justify schooling children of different races in separate schools: so long
as the schools arc equal, the children have been treated as equal; and
if any disadvantage attaches to the separation, it is an equal disadvantage
to them both. This, in fact, was the reasoning of Herbert Wechsler
in a famous article critical of the reasoning in Broll!n tiS, Board ofEducation, the landmark school-desegregation case. 61' Insisting on al>straction for reasons ofliberal equality and neutrality, Wechsler held
that the introduction into evidence of the history of racial stigmatization and inequality was illegitimate, and could only result in a biased judgment "tailored to the immediate result." Similar reasoning
has been used in cases involving gender. In a 1994 sexual harassment
case brought by the first woman to work in the tinsmith shop in the
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General Motors plant in Indiana, the lower court judge, abstracting
from the asymmetry of power between Carr and her male co-workers,
held that the continual use of obscenities toward Carr by the male workers was exactly the same as the occasional use of a four-letter word by
Carr: both reflected only the "ribald banter of the tinsmith's shop".
judge Posner, overruling the lower court judge on the findings of fact,
held that the asymmetry of power-including its social meaning in
historical terms-was a crucial part of the facts of the case. 61 Their
use oflanguage was harassing and intimidating in a way that hers could
not be. If liberal neutrality forbids one to take cognizance of such
facts, this would indeed be a grave difficulty for liberalism.
In general, liberalism has sometimes been taken to require that
the law be "sex-blind", behaving as if the social reality before us were
a neutral starting point, and refusing to recognize ways in which the
status quo embodies historical asymmetries of power. Feminists have
worried, for example, that this sort of neutrality will prevent them from
demanding pregnancy and maternity leaves a'i parts of women's equality of opportunity. 62 Many feminists support a variety of affirmative
action programs based on women's history of disadvantage and subordination. If liberal feminism would prevent the government of
Bangladesh from investing its money disproportionately in literacy programs aimed at women, or in job training programs for women, this
would lose liberalism the regard of most thinkers about women in international politics-including not only leading feminists such as
Catharine MacKinnon, who is commonly described as a radical, but
including also Gary Becker, who, in his column in Business Week has
argued for government support for female literacy in connection
with global population control. In short, to a wide range of thinkers,
formal neutrality of an abstract sort makes little sense, when one is
confronted with entrenched asymmetries ofpower. 63
It seems to me mistaken, however, to think that liberalism has ever
been committed to this type of unrealistic and ahistorical abstraction.&1
MacKinnon is absolutely correct to think that some liberal legal
thinkers, and some important Supreme Court decisions, have been
guilty of this error; her critique ofliberal equality theory is a valuable
and correct critique of positions that have been influential in the law.
But liberal philosophers have, on the whole, seen more deeply-and,
I would say, more consistently-when they have rejected the purely
formal notion of equality. Liberals standardly grant that the equality
of opportunity that individuals have a right to demand from their governments has material prerequisites, and that these prerequisites may
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vary depending on one's situation in society. One way of putting this
that Amartya Sen and I have favored is to say that liberalism aims at
creating equality of capabilities, meaning that the aim is not just to distribute some resources around, but also to see that they truly go to
work in promoting the capacity of people to choose a life in accordance with their own thinking. 65 We think that the sort of liberalism
best equipped to handle this task is one that is slightly less neutral about
what human functions are important and valuable than classical Kantian liberalism. 66 The differences between our view and Rawls's on this
issue are highly subtle, however, and squarely within the mainstream
liberaltradition. 67
More important for our present purposes, even Rawls, with his great
care not to bring any definite conception of the good into the formulation of society's basic structure, nonetheless provides political
thought with ample resources to think well about difference and hierarchy. He insists very strongly on a distinction between merely formal equal liberty and what he calls the "equal worth of liberty," and
also between formal equality of opportunity and truly fair equality of
opportunity; the latter members of each pair have material prerequisites that are likely to invoh·e redistribution. The parties in Rawls's
original position do not know what group they themselves belong to;
but they know all pertinent general facts about economics, politics,
and human psychology-and presumably facts about race and gender relations would be among such general facts. The general principles they will choose will guarantee the equal worth of the various
liberties and fully f~tir equality of opportunity to members of disadvantaged groups. In applying those principles at the constitutional
and legislative phases, with fuller information, they would certainly
judge that "separate but equal" schools did not given the history of
race relations, guarantee fair equality of opportunity. 1iR Noting that
women ubiquitously face special hurdles on the way to becoming
equal, tht.-y could insist on allocating special resources to women's equality, whether through education or in other ways. They would do so
in the name of equality itself, viewing it as a violation of equality not
to do so.
One very good example of a liberal appeal to the worth of equality, used to oppose purely formal equality, is found in the 1983 case
from India discussed in the Introduction, which declared unconstitutional the portion of the Hindu Marriage Act that mandated tl1e restitution of conjugal rights. Judge Choudary noted that the remedy of
restitution is available to both men and women-but, given the
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asymmetries of power in Indian society, the remedy is likely to be used
only by males against females, and the resulting burdens (including
that of pregnancy against her will) to be borne only by females. He
concludes:
Thus the use of remedy of restitution of conjugal rights in reality becomes partial and one-sided and available only to the
husband. The pledge of equal protection of laws is thus inherently incapable of being fulfilled by this matrimonial remedy in our Hindu society. As a result this remedy works in
practice only as an oppression, to be operated by the husband
for the husband against the wife. By treating the wife and the
husband who arc inherently unequal as equals, Section 9 of the
Act offends the rule of equal protection of laws. 69
One could not have a better expression of MacKinnon's critiqueand within the context of a dearly liberal legal conception, in which
the right of all citizens to autonomy and privacy is the central issue
in question. 70
Liberals will continue to differ about the topic of diflcrcntial treatment, especially in the area of affirmative action. Libertarian liberals allow wide latitude for advantages that individuals derive from
morally irrelevant attributes of birth and social location, but are strict
on the rules that should govern benefits, insisting on a type of neutrality in which morally irrelevant characteristics play no role in the
design of distributive policies and programs. Rawlsian liberals, noting that individuals arrive in society with many advantages that they
have already derived from morally irrelevant characteristics, think it
not just reasonable but morally required to readjust things in order
that individuals should not be kings and princes; they therefore permit themselves a more extensive scrutiny of the history of group hierarchy and subordination, rejecting abstractness at this point, as
incompatible with a fully equal treatment. Feminist liberals have typically followed this strand ofliberalthinking to at least some extent, il
and their criticisms of other ideas of neutrality have been very important
in generating legal change.
The criticism, then, is a serious criticism of some parto; of the liberal political and legal tradition, and of the obtusely remote language
this tradition has sometimes chosen to characterize human affairs; but
it can be and frequently has been accommodated within libcr.tlism.
To address it well, liberalism needs to pay dose attention to history,
and to the narratives of people who arc in situations of inequality. This
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it will do best if, in the spirit of Rousseau's Rmilt•, it allows a generous
role for the imagination in the formulation and the writing of liberal
them-v. 72
At;other criticism ofliberal abstractness cuts deeper. ;:s Many communitarian thinkers, among them some feminists, have held that liberalism's determination to think of persons in abstraction from
allegedly morally irrelevant features, such as birth, class, cthnicity, gender, religion, and race entails a pernicious form of"esscntialism" that
disregards the extent to which people arc deeply identified with their
religious heritage, their ethnicity, and so forth, and the extent to
which these social and historical differences shape people. In one sense,
we could say again that this is just a mistake: liberalism is very interested in knowing these historical facts of dillcrcnce, precisely in order
to ensure fair equality of opportunity. 7·1 But there is a deep point that
is correct: liberalism docs think that the core of rational and moral
personhood is something all human beings share, shaped though it
may be in different ways by their diflcring social circumstances. And
it does give this core a special salience in political thought, defining
the public realm in temts ofit, purposefully refusing the same salience
in the public political conception to differences of gender and rank
and class and religion. 75 This, of course, docs not mean that people
may not choose to identify thcmsch·cs with their religion or ethnicicy or gender, and to make that identification absolutely central in their
lives. But for the liberal, that fact of choice is the essential fact; politics can take these features into account only in ways that are carefully structured in order to preserve respect for choice. This does not
mean that these features of people's lives arc treated as unimportant;
indeed, in the case of religion it is because they arc regarded as so
important that any imposition on a person's conscience on these
matters would be utterly inappropriate in the public political conception.71;
At this point deep conflicts arise between liberalism and various
religious and traditional views of life, insofar as the latter hold that
freedom of choice is not a central ethical goal. Even if those views
are accommodated respectfully within a liberal polity, their adherents
may feel that respectful accommodation within a regime of toleration
and free choice is not accommodation enough. Many delicate legal
and political issues arise at this point. I shall not pursue them here.
The more urgent question for our purposes is, what values prized
by feminists are likely to be slighted in this liberal emphasis upon
choice? If women are understood to he, first and foremost, members
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of families, or members of religious traditions, or even members of
ethnic groups-rather than, first and foremost, as human centers of
choice and freedom-is this likely to be in any way better for women
than is the "abstract individualism" ofliberalism? Better in whose terms,
we have to ask, and of course we will encounter at this point many religious women who sincerely hold that the account of their identity
given in the Laws of Manu, 77 or the Analects, or the Koran, or whatever, is superior visa vis their flourishing to the account given in Kant
and Mill. We cannot follow out all those lines of argument here-although we should note that all such views group people under abstract
universal categories, and therefore cannot consistently attack liberalism for its own use of an abstract universal. 78
But we can ask to what extent the same feminists who criticize liberalism for its abstractness can, in all consistency, jettison the liberal
account of the human essence in favor of an account that gives more
centrality to "accidental" features of religion or class or even gender.
For these features arc especially likely not to have been chosen by the
women themselves, and to embody views of life that devalue and subordinate them. Even feminists who are themselves communitarians
should be skeptical about accepting uncritically this feature of communitarian thought. Communitarianism need not be altogether uncritical of the status quo, and feminist communitarians can certainly
avail themselves of liberal principles when criticizing an unjust social
order. 79 But feminists such as.Jaggar and MacKinnon, who arc generally critical of communitarian thought out of their concern for
fundamental social change, should be especially skeptical of communitarian anti-essentialism. The idea that all human beings have a
core of moral personhood that exerts claims on government no matter what the world has done to it is an idea that the women of the world
badly need to vindicate their own equality and to argue for political
and social change. If one thinks of a woman as just what the world
has made of her, and that all existing distinctions are of equal moral
relevance, one loses a grip on why this making is unjust. It is the disparity between humanity and its social deformation that gives rise to
claims ofjustice. And the communitarian vision of persons, in which
we are at heart and essentially what our traditions have made us, is a
vision that leaves little scope for the type of critique ofinstitutions and
customs that feminists such as.Jaggar and MacKinnon wish to makc. 110
One may make one further reply to feminists who stress the importance of recognizing differences of race and class. This is tlmt the
liberal approach is a principled approach that addresses itself to
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issues of human dignity in a completely general way. As a liberal feminist, one is also, by the entailment of one's very feminist position, also
an anti-racist, a defender of religious toleration, and a supporter of
fair equality of opportunity. One's feminism is not mere identity politics, putting the interests of women as such above the interests of other
marginalized groups. It is part of a systematic and justifiable program
that addresses exclusion and marginalization across the board in the
name of human dignity. To that extent, the liberal feminist is in a
better position than are many other feminists to show her fellow
women that she has not neglected legitimate claims that are peculiar
to their own class- or religion- or race-based identities.
As Onora O'Neill aptly says: feminism needs abstractness without
unrealistic idealization.81 What she means by this is that feminism needs
to operate with a general notion of the human core, without forgetting that this core has been differently situated and also shaped in different times and places. We should not overlook the questions raised
by these differences, and we cannot formulate a just social policy if
we do. But insofar as feminism cuts more deeply against liberalism,
denying the salience and value of the whole idea of the human core,
it gh·es up something \italto the most powerful feminist argumenLo;.l!:?

3. Reason and Emotion
Liberalism traditionally holds that human beings are above all reasoning beings, and that the dignity of reason is the primary source of
human equality. Asjaggar puts it, "Liberal political theory is grounded
on the conception of human beings as essentially rational agents. "!l:l
Here liberal thinkers are not alone: they owe much to their forebears
in the Western philosophical tradition, in particular the Greek and
Roman Stoics, whose conception of the dignity of reason as a source
of equal human worth profoundly influenced Kant, Adam Smith,
John Rawls, and others as well. Continuing the Stoic heritage, liberalism typically holds that the relevant type of reason is practical re<lson, the capacity for understanding moral distinctions, for ranking
and evaluating options, for selecting means to ends, and for planning
a life. Thinkers have differed in the relative weight they assign to these
different components, but not in their choice of practical over theoretical reasoning power as the essential mark of humanity.
Modern feminist thinkers usually grant that this liberal move has
had at least some value for women in seeking to secure their equality. They point out that earlier feminists, from Cartesian philosopher
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Mary Astell to Mary Wollstonecraft, were able to appeal to women's
rational capacity as a b'Tound for claims to full political and moral equality. (They could indeed go much further back in history to support
this claim: for Astell's arguments are closely related to the arguments
of first-century A. D. Stoic Musonius Rufus, in his treatises "That
Women Too Should Do Philosophy" and "Should Sons and Daughters Have the Same Education?") 84 And they could reflect that the
decision to base moral and political claims on an innate capacity of
individuals, r.lther than on social endomnents or positions or relations,
is certainly one that opens the door to r.ldical claims of empowerment
for the discmpowcred, who can now say that they are the equals of
kings, no matter where they are currently placed in society.
On the other hand, feminists have worried that liberalism is far too
rationalist: tlmt by placing all emphasis on reawn ao; a mark ofhumanity,
it has emphasized a trait that males traditionally prize and denigl<lted
traits, such as sympathy and emotion and imagination, that females traditionally prize. This emphasis has permitted men to denigl<lte women
for their emotional natures, and to marginalize them on account of
their alleged lack of reason. This would not have been possible, the
argument goes, had political philosophy been grounded in a conception that gave, at least, equal weight to reason and to emotion.
Most feminists who make such claims do not argue for innate differences between the sexes, although some do. 115 Their argument is,
more frequently, that women, as a result of their experiences of mothering and in general offamily love and care, have rightly valued some
important clements in human life that men frequently undervalue. 116
Liberal philosophy is accused of making that common male error, in
a way that frequently contributes to the denigration of women.
This is a complicated issue, since grappling with it fully would require us to argue for an account of what emotions are. The objection, as I have stated it, assumed that emotions are not forms of
thought or reasoning, that there is a strong contrast to be dr.lwn between reason and emotion. But is this true? Both the history of philosophy and contempor.lf}' psychological inquiry contain much debate
on precisely that issue. On the whole, the dominant view, both in the
Western philosophical tradition and in recent work in cognitive psychology is that emotions such as fear, anger, compassion, and grief
involve evaluative appraisals that arc full of imaginative and mental
activity, appraisals in which the person (or animal) surveys the objects
and persons in the world around him with an eye to how important
goals and project<; are doing. If one holds some such view of what emo-
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tions involve, then the entire distinction between reason and emotion
begins to be called into question, and one can no longer assume that
a thinker who focuses on reason is by that very move excluding emotion, or vice versa.117 So we must proceed cautiously here, looking both
at the view of the emotion-reason contrast a thin kcr holds and also at
the nonnative judgments the thinker makes about how good or valuable emotions arc. This is tricky, because in the liberal tradition these
positions cut across one another: thinkers who hold a strong form of
the emotion-reason contrast disagree about the value they attach to
emotions, as do thinkers who consider emotions to itwolve thought and
evaluation. By trying to keep these distinctions straight we can make
some progress in understanding the force of the feminist ol~jections.
First, then, we do discover in the liberal tradition some philosophers who conceive of emotions as impulses distinct from reason, unintelligent f(u·ccs that push the personality around. On this basis, they
do endorse a contrast between reason and emotion. Kant and Hume
are very ditlcrcnt examples of this contrast (though neither has a simple non-cognitive view). One strong feminist ol~jcction against elements in the liberal tradition is the o~jeclion that this is an implausible
and ultimately indefensible picture of what emotions arc. 1111 To put a
complex issue very briefly, it is implausible because it neglects the extent to which perceptions of an object and beliefs about the o~ject
are an intrinsic part of the experience of a complex emotion such as
grief or fear. Grief, for example, is not simply a tug at the heart-strings:
it involves the perception of an enormous void in the su~jcct's life,
and the belief that an object of great importance has been lost. Emotions involve ways of seeing.s9 This o~jection has been made by all
sorts of philosophers and psychologists independently of feminist
concerns; but the feminist version of the ol~jection suggests that the
philosophers who put forward such a picture have been insufficiently
reflective about the nature of emotional experience, and that this
failure to look closely at experience may deriw from a cultural
suspiciousness of emotions that is frequently distributed along gender lines. !Ill
But even Kant and Hume, whate\·er the deficiencies in their analysis of emotions, arc far from dismissing emotions from their normative
picture of the moral life. Kant is guarded about the contribution of
emotions to moral moth·ation, but even he sees a necessary role for
pity in moth·ating benevolence; Humc sees the emotions as the source
of all the ends that morality pursues. Modern feminist Annette Baier
has recently defended Hnme's conception of the passions as the one
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feminists ought to use.9 1 Although I am far from agreeing with Baier,
since I think Hume's conception indefensible,9'.! I think she is right
to acknowledge the central place Hume gives to passion in his account
of human nature. So even if major liberal thinkers have failed to appreciate sufficiently the amount ofintelligence involved in emotion,
this has not altogether stopped them from valuing the contribution
of emotion to our moral choices.
Let me now turn to the cognitive conceptions of emotion. Quite
a few philosophers who focus on reason, and who make reason a hallmark of the human, have, in fact, a strongly cognitive conception of
emotion, and think of emotions as activities of the rational faculty.
Among these philosophers are some ancestors of liberalism, such as
the Stoics and Spinoza. The Stoics and Spinoza dislike the emotions
intensely; they do so, however, not on the grounds that emotions are
not reason-based, but because they believe that the emotions involve
false or confused reasoning, appraisals that ascribe to persons and things
outside our own control more importance for our well-being than they
actually possess. They hold this because of their normative views
about individual self-sufficiency, which we have already discussed;
these views are not widely shared in the liberal tradition. Feminists
have suggested that these views derive from a male suspiciousness of
all attachments.93 Whether or not there is truth in this suggestion,
the Stoic anti-emotion position is certainly defended with other arguments as well, having to do with the containment of aggression and
jealousy,and should be criticized with these arguments squarely in view.
But for those who reject those arguments, liberalism offers other
resources. The position that many feminists would seem to favor, as
doing most justice to women's experience of the value of emotional
attachment and connection, would be a position that first analyzes emotions as containing cognition and then evaluates them positively, as
having at least some value in the ethical life. This position is powerfully represented in the liberal tradition-to some extent under the
influence of Aristotle, who influentially held such a position. Both
.Jean:Jacques Rousseau and Adam Smith seem to have held that emotions involve thought and imagination; they also hold that the capacity
for sympathy is a central mark of both private and public rationality,
and indeed of humanity as such. Rousseau holds that a person who
has no capacity for feeling pain at the distress of others is not fully
human, that this capacity for imaginative response is the essential thing
that draws us together in community and makes political thought possible in the first place. Smith's entire account of the "judicious spec-
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tator"-his model of good public judgment-is preoccupied with ascertaining the correct balance in the passions of anger and sympathy
and love that such a public actor will feel. These positions seem to
be independent of their views about women's political role, which arc
remarkably conventional and non-progressive; nonetheless, they appear to be positions that offer what feminists have demanded. To this
list we may certainly add Mill, whose Autobiography provides a moving
testament to the barrenness of a rationality starved of emotional attachment and imaginative stimulation.
What, then, is the issue? What docs this liberal tntdition assert about
emotions, that feminist thinkers might still wish to deny? The liberal
tradition agrees that emotions should not be tmsted as guides to life
without being subjected to some sort of critical scmtiny. They arc
thought to be only as reliable as the evaluations they contain; and since
such evaluations of objects are frequently absorbed from society, from
its pictures of honor and status and worth, they will be only as reliable as those social norms. To naturalize them would be to naturalize the status quo. In general, emotions, like other forms of thought
and imagination, should be valued as clements in a life governed by
critical reasoning about what is just and good.
Some feminists, however, hold that this entire idea of subjecting
emotion to rational appraisal is mistaken, an imposition of a male norm
of cool rationality on the natural vigor and intensity of the passions.
Unlike other feminist objections to liberal views of reason and emotion-which, as I have argued, are not accurate as directed against the
strongest liberal positions-this one directly assails a central tenet of
liberalism. Ncl Noddings, a prominent proponent of this objection
in her influential book Caring94 , holds that women's experience of
mothering reveals a rich terrain of emotional experience into which
judgment and appraisal do not and should not enter. For example,
there is a primitive bond of joy and love between mother and child
that would be sullied by reflection, and this primitive unscrutinized
love should be the model for our social attachments. From the perspective of a moral view such as Noddings' s, liberalism, by urging people to ask whether their emotions m·e appropriate, robs moral life of
a spontaneous movement toward others that is at the very core of morality.!15 Unless we give ourselves away to others without asking questions,
we have not behaved in a fully moral way. It is the very unreasoning
and unjudicious character of maternal love and care that make it a
fitting paradigm for social life.
Noddings appeals, here, to images of selfless giving that lie deep
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in the jewish and Christian traditions, though her view would cenainly
be controversial in both.96 Noddings holds that her maternal paradigm of care is incompatible with norms of reflective caring that are
preferred by liberalism. And Noddings is correct. The liberal tradition is profoundly opposed, at its heart, to the idea that people should
spontaneously give themselves away without reflection,judgment, or
reciprocity. At last, then, we have identified a position about the emotional life that is truly opposed to liberalism; it puts iLo;elf' forward as
a feminist position, since it appeals to maternal experience as a paradigm for all human concern. Liberalism says, let them give themselves away to others-provided that they so choose in all freedom.
Noddings says that this is one thought too many-that lo\'e based on
reflection lacks some of the spontaneity and moral value of true maternal love.
What should feminists say about this? First of all, I think, we
should ask a good number of questions about Noddings's claim that
maternal love and joy can and should be innocent of appraisal and
judgment. She gives an example that makes at least one mother
doubt.
There is the joy that unaccountably floods over me as I walk
into the house and sec my daughter asleep on the sofa. She is
exhausted from basketball playing, and her hair lies curled on
a damp forehead. The joy I feel is immediate ...Thcre is a feeling of connectedness in my joy, but no awareness of a particular belief and, certainly, no conscious asscssmcnt.!li
Noddings concludes that such moments in which consciousness is emptied of focus and the personality simply flows toward another in a condition of fusion lie at the core of moral motivation.
Let us consider this allegedly thoughtless and objectless joy. Noddings thinks nothing; she simply basks in the fused experience of maternal caring.!IH But can it really be the case that she has no thoughts
at all? Doesn't Noddings have to have, in f~tct, the belief that her daughter is alive and asleep on the couch, rather than dead? Change that
belief, and her emotion would change from joy to devastating grief.
She may not have to stop to ponder such a fact, but when her daughter was a baby she probably did. 99 Again, doesn't her joy presuppose
the recognition that it is her daughtet· there on the couch rather than
a burglar who has broken in? Doesn't its intensity also presuppose a
recognition of the central importance of her daughter in her life? To
some extent, then, the view seems just wrong of the case as charac-
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terizcd. But to the extent to which Noddings docs give in to a joy without thought, how wise is she to do so? It docs not occur to her, for
example, to ask whether her daughter is sleeping from a drug oralcohol overdose, or following risky sex with a boyfriend, or sexual
abuse from a relative. Assuming things arc as she thinks, her joy is
fine, and her maternal reactions morally appropriate. But arcn 't
there circumstances in which the erasure of thought (which, as we sec,
is not complete even in this example) could be pushed a little too far?
If her daughter really is sleeping from a heroin overdose, or is unconscious from sexual abuse, :-.Joddings's joy would be inappropriate
and her maternal responses harmful. Such heedless caring is dangerous, in a world where many of the forces affecting the lives of children arc malign. Noddings may live in a world in which she may safely
bracket those concerns, but most mothers do not.
A-; Nietzsche wrote in a related connection: Blessed are the sleepy
ones-for they shall soon nod off. 1110
A child is not an arm or a leg or a wish, but a separate person. This
person lives in a world full of both delight and danger. This means
that the mother had better think, and it means that she had better
teach her child how to think. And she had better think critically, asking whether the norms and traditions embodied in the emotions of
fear and shame and honor in her society-and in her own emotions
as well-arc reasonable or unreasonable norms. What shall she teach
her child to fear, and what not to fear? How shall she urge her child
to sec the stranger who oflers her an icc cream, or the teacher who
caresses her, or the friend who says that people with black skin arc
bad? Unless society is perfect, as it probably is not, critical thought
needs to inform emotional clc\•clopmcnt and response if caring is to
produce good citizens. The suggestion of Smith and Rousseau that
emotional responses should he scrntinizcd f(H· their appropriateness
lO their object, and cultivated as parts of a life organized by reason,
seems a better recipe for maternal care than Noddings's emphasis on
thoughtless giving.
Even were symbiotic fused caring a good thing in the mother-child
relationship, a very diflerent sorl of care seems required in the political life. Here indiscriminate self-giYing-away seems a very bad idea,
especially for women, who ha\'e frequently been brought up to think
that they should sacrifice their well-being to others without demanding anything for themselves. This has frequently served male imerests and harmed women. We should not naturalize the status quo.
A little reflection, far from representing "one thought too many," 101
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might provide the saving distance between social norms and one's own
selfhood. In short, Noddings and her allies risk turning some of the
pathologies of women's lives into virtues. Even in the family, there is
no reason why women should simply give themselves away, without
demanding a just distribution of resources.
Recall, now, the widows at the conference in Bangalore. Having
spent most of their lives thinking of themselves as mere adjuncts of a
family, with no rights and no separate identity, they started to learn
not to give themselves away without thinking. And this seemed to be
a good thing. The women themselves were delighted with their newfound self-expression and freedom, and the expansion in their set of
choices itself seems a definite good. But still, we might ask: aren't these
women being brainwashed by these liberal ideas? The widows in Bangalore gathered under the auspices of regional development workers
and international activists, who had some pretty definite goals in
mind, liberal goals. The Himiu article reports that the women were
"urged" to think of themselves in a certain way; Noddings would presumably object that this way of thinking involves giving up a valuable
kind of organic unity within the family that women had previously
prized. Indian feminist Veena Das develops a similar position, arguing that the notion of personal welfare is alien to Indian women. 102
If a typical Indian rural woman were to be asked about her personal
"welfare," Das claims, she would find the question unintelligible, except as a question about how the whole family is doing. The thinking of these women, Das holds, exemplifies a valuable type of emotional
devotion, which will be destroyed by the heavy hand of liberal individualism.
Here we must distinguish several different aspects of these women's
familial devotion. Liberal individualism, I have argued, does not ask
a woman to become an egoist, putting her own gratification first and
other people's second. So far as liberalism is concerned, she may be
(and in most versions ought to be) a committed altruist, even to the
point of making considerable sacrifices of her own personal welfare
for the sake of others. Nor, so far as liberalism is concerned, need
she be dedicated to self-sufficiency, to minimizing her attachments
to and needs from others. Again, she may continue to place friendship and love squarely at the heart of her plan. What liberalism asks,
however, is that the woman distinguish the question of her own wellbeing from the question of the well-being of others, and notice what
tensions might exist between the two, even if they are, as so often they
are, bound up in one another. Liberalism asks, further, that a woman
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reflect and choose for herself the extent to which she will indeed sacrifice her own well-being f{>r others-that she do so not out of habit
or convention, but as the result of an individual decision, freely made.
It is of course a large matter to spell out the conditions under which
such choices would count as freely made, but we can at least agree
that many conditions under which women make sacrifices (such as
conditions of malnutrition, intimidation, lack of education, and lack
of political power) are not such conditions. It is common for people
to internalize the roles society gives them and to act unreflcctively in
accordance with these roles. People also a<ljust their desires and
preferences to what is possible, so that they may even in a limited sense
be content with their lot. But in circumstances of traditional hierarchy and limited information, we surely should not assume that the sacrifices of well being a woman makes are freely chosen, whatever
account of free choice and autonomy we ultimately prefer. And this
docs seem to matter. As Rousseau and Smith and Mill would advise:
let her love others and give herself away-provided that she docs so
freely and judiciously, with the proper critical scrutiny of the relevant
social norms. I believe that this proposal, far from killing love through
excessive male rationality, indicates the conditions under which love
is a healthy part of a flourishing life. 103
In fact, the most powerful criticism that feminists have made
against liberal views of reason and emotion goes, I believe, in exactly
the opposite direction from Noddings's proposal. This criticism,
made most influentially by C'.atharinc MacKinnon and Andrea Dworkin,
and by now commonly accepted in at least some form, is that emotion, desire, and preference arc not given or "natural," but powerfully
shaped by social nonns and appr.Usals-and that many emotions of both
men and women are shaped by social norms that subordinate women
to men. 104 MacKinnon has powerfully argued that not only male aggression and female timidity, but also the character of both male and
female sexual desire, arc often powerfully influenced by tlte social nonn
that women ought to be the subordinates of men. Men eroticize
domination and learn to achieve sexual satisfaction in connection \\ith
its assertion. Women come to eroticize submission and learn to find
satisfaction by giving themselves away. This, MacKinnon has argued,
is a profound detriment both to individuals and to society.
MacKinnon's insistence on recognizing and criticizing socially deformed preferences goes against one strand in contemporary liberalism, namely that part of economic utilitarianism that has standardly
taken preferences as given, as a stable bedrock to which law and ceo33

nomics respond, rather than as material that is itself shaped by law
and economics. Economists are now increasingly calling such views
into question. 1115 Such views have always been profoundly at odds with
the Kantian liberal tradition, which insist-; that individuals' desires are
frequently distorted by self-interest. They are even more clearly at odds
with the liberalisms of Adam Smith and Rousseau, both of whom
were preoccupied with the criticism of diseased emotions and desires,
and who saw bad social arrangements as at the core of those diseases.
Rousseau powerfully shows how differences of rank corrupt human
sympathy, preventing nobles from seeing their own pain in the pain
they inflict on a peasant. 106 Smith shows how the importance attached by society to money and status corrupt emotions of anger, love,
and sympathy, producing people who are far from good citizens or
good mor.al agent-;. 107 Both follow the ancient Stoic tradition, according
to which human beings are naturally good, and what is envious and
malicious and aggressive in them results from social deformation. 108
Nor are such insights at all foreign to the utilitarian tradition itself. Mill prominently recognized the social deformation of preferences, especially with regard to sex roles. Women, he held, internalize
their inferior status in ways that slmpe their desires and choice, and
many of these ways arc \'cry damaging to them and to society. He held
that "[w]hat is now called the nature of women is an eminently artificial thing-the result of forced repression in some directions, unnatural stimulation in others." It is, he says, as if one had grown a tree
half in a vapor bath and half in the snow, and then, noting that one
part of it is withered and another part luxuriant, had held that it was
the nature of the tree to be that way. II~J Men also find their desires
shaped by the experience of domination. They become arrogant
and overweening and malicious-again, in ways that arc bad, both for
them and for society. Mill draws special attention to the way in which
society eroticizes female "meekness, submissiveness and resignation
of all individual will" as "an essential part of sexual attractiveness,"
whereas strength of will is eroticized in the case of men. 1 111 Given the
upbringing of women, it would be "a miracle if the object of being attractive to men had not become the polar star of feminine ccducation and formation of character," 111 and equally miraculous if this object
had not been understood to entail subordination. Here again, Mill
makes a judicious comparison to feudalism: To both nobles and vassals, domination and subordination seemed natural, and the desires
of both were shaped by this sense of the natural. Equality always seems
unnatural to the dominator, and this is why any departure from
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women's sul~ection to men appears unnatural. "But how entirely, even
in this case, the feeling is dependent on custom, appears by ample
experience. "112
What is new and remarkable in the work of MacKinnon and
Dworkin is the insight that even sexual desire-which has often been
thought to be natural and presocial, even by thinkers who would not
hold this of envy and fear and anger 113-has a social shaping, and that
this shaping is often far from benign. Their central idea is already
present in Mill, but they have developed it much further and given it
shape and power, partly on account of the opportunity they ha\'e to
discuss sexual matters with a candor unavailable to ~till. One may differ with many of their analyses and normative conclusions; but it
seems hard to avoid granting that they have identified a phenomenon of immense human importance, one that lies at the heart of a
great deal of human misery. lnsof~tr as liberalism has left the private
sphere unexamined, this critique of desire is a critique ofliberalism.
It challenges liberalism to do for desire what it has often done with
greed and anger and envy-that is, to conduct a rigorous examination of the social formation of erotic longing and to think of the
moral education of children with these aims in mind. As Mill shows
us, such critical scrutiny of desire is right in line with liberalism's deep·
est aspirations.
Doesn't this ruin sex? As in the case of maternal caring, so here:
doesn't the liberal ask women to have "one thought too many"?
Doesn't sex at it'> best involve a heedless giving away of oneself to the
other, an erasing of conscious renection? Yes and no. Liberal feminism-and here I believe it is right to treat MacKinnon as a kind of
K."lntian liberal, inspired by a deep vision of personhood and autonomy114-cloes not ask women not to abandon themselves to and in
pleasure, any more than it asks them not to invest themselves deeply
in caring for children and lm·ed ones. Once again, however, it says:
Fine, so long as you think first. Abandon yourself, so long as you do
so within a context of equality and non-instrumental respect. 11 '' In
some areas oflife, perhaps, non-instrumental respect can be taken for
granted. In this one, because of its history of distortion, it cannot be,
and so you must think. If, as Mill plausibly suggests, "the generality
ofthe male sex cannot yet tolerate the idea ofliving with an equal, " 11fi
this thinking will occasion tension, upheaval, and pain. The liberal
holds that this pain should be risked rather than endure the hidden
pain that arises from subordination and the passions it shapes.
In short, wherever you most mistn1st habit, there you have the most
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need for reason. Women have lots of grounds to mistrust most habits
people have had through the centuries, just as Rousseau's poor people have reason to mistrust the moral emotions of kings. This means
that women have an especially great need for reason. Males can at
least take consolation from the thought that the habits they live by
have been formed by them, whether for good or for ill. Women
should recognize that where the voice of tradition speaks, that voice
is most often male, and it has even invented a little squeaky voice for
women to speak in, a voice that may be far from being their own true
voice, whatever precise content we attach to that idea.
In an age skeptical of reason, as Mill rightly argues, we have a hard
time unmasking such deeply habitual fictions. Thus the romantic reaction against reason that he saw in his own time seemed to him profoundly subversive of any reform that goes against deeply seated
custom. "For the apotheosis of Reason," he concludes, "we have substituted that of Instinct; and we call everything instinct which we find
in ourselves and for which we cannot trace any r.ttional foundation."
Contemporary feminism beware of making the same mistake. 11 i
Two things fill the mind with ever-increasing awe, wrote Kant:
"the starry sky above me, and the moral law within me. "118 In that famous statement we see the radical vision of liberalism. Think what
real people usually hold in awe: money, power, success, nice clothes,
fancy cars, the dignity of kings, the wealth of corporations, the authority
of vassals and lords and despoL'I of all sorts--and, perhaps most important of all, the authority of custom and tradition. Think what real
women frequently hold in awe, or at least in fear: the physical power
of men, the authority of men in the workplace, the sexual allure of
male power, the alleged maleness of the deity, the control males have
over work and shelter and food. The liberal holds none of these things
in awe. She feels reverence for the world, its mystery and its wonder.
And she reveres the capacity of persons to choose and fashion a life.
That capacity has no gender, so the liberal does not revere distinctions of gender, any more than the dazzling equipment of nobles and
kings. Some liberal thinkers have in fact revered established distinctions of gender. But, insofar as they did, they did not follow the vision of liberalism far enough. It is the vision of a beautiful, rich, and
difficult world, in which a community of persons regard one another
as free and equal, but also as finite and needy-and therefore strive
to arrange their relations on terms of justice and liberty. In a world
gov.erned by hierarchies of power and fashion, this is still, as it was from
the first, a radical vision, a vision that can and should lead to social
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revolution. It is always radical to make the demand to sec and to be
seen as human, rather than as someone's lord, or somcone's subject.
I believe it is best for women to embrace this vision and make this demand.
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Harvard University Press, 1!18f>), 181-204. llwmkin makt·s neutrality about conceptions of the good the hask con• of Jiht'ralism, ratlll'r than any more positive ideal. I
would hold that to the· extent that liberals are neutral abollttlw good, this is explained
by the basic intuition about the worth of choict' and the r<'spcct f(>r the choicemaking capacities of the pt•rscm. Rawls,f(n·exampl<', seems to me to have a far deeper
;1ceomtt oft he corL' oflilwralism whL·n he hegins from an idea of "free and equal moral
p<'rsons" and derives a nwasure of neutrality about the good from that idea. See particuhtrly Kmrlit111 CmulmcliTJi.•m mul Mom{ '11mny: '1111' /Jewry l.t'rlurr.• /980, Lecture 1:
"Ratiom1l and Fnll Autonomy," '111e.ft>umal of l'hilo.wjJIJy i7 (I !180) pp. 521 ff., and "The
Priority of Right and Ideas ufthc Good," l'ililo.wfthy mrd P~tbliu\ffirirs I i (1988) 251-76.
!l. This idc~a is ct~ntral in both the K;mtian and the Utilitarian traditions. See the
extensive discussion in .John Rawls, 1\ '/1rrory ofjrutice (Cambridge, MA: Hatvard University l're&,, 19i I), JJ.Jii, 118<{0, ett·. For its rd;1ticmto US constitutional law, see Cass
R. Sunstl'in, '1111' l'arlilll Comtilllliml (Cambridge, MA: Han~ml University Press, 1993).
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10. Some libertarian ollshoots ofliberalism might be charged with having lost that
central idea, insofar as they validate existing distributions that have morally irrelevant
origins. Some liberals will claim that personal talents and capacities other than the
moral faculties ought to be counted as part of the core of the person, and thus, insofar as they confer ad\"imtage, as not morally irrcle\-ant; this is one source of the gulf between 1'\:ozick and Rawls. But some libenarian arguments also validate existing
hier.trchies of wealth ;md class; unless they do so by deriving those adl-antages from
the moral rights of persons (as ll:ozick tries to do), they are by my account illiberal.
For a judicious analysis ofNozick's relationship to two strands of the liberdl trddition,
sec B:u·bar.1 Fried, "Wilt Chamberlain Relisited: Nozick's -:Justice in Transfer" and the
Prohlcm of Markct-Balied Distribution,· Philosoph_v arrd Public Affain 24 ( 1995), 22645.
II. Thus there is room for doubt whether classical utilitarianism is not,in the end,
illiber.ll, in the sense that it treats the desires of all persons as fusable into a single system ;md ignores the salience of the scparatenes.~ of persons. This is the primary criticism of utilitarianism de\·eloped in the Kantian tradition: see, for example, Rawls, A
Throry ofjruliu, pp. 183-92, 554-9.
12. For some of the opponents, see Stephen Holmes, Thl' Analom_v ofArrli-Lihl'ralilm
(Cambridge, MA:Han·ard Unh·ersity Press, 1993).
13. Rawls, A T/rl'ory of}wlirr; Nozick, Anarchy, Stale, and Utopia (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1~174). Both understand themselves to be heirs and rh-a1 interpreters of the liher.ll tr.ulition; in clmr.tcterizing their difference this way I am not sa)ing anything
particularly new or surprising. On this point, sec the clear account in R. Dworkin, in
Mro of ldmi, cd. B. ~lagce. Nozick is clear that his own v-dlidation of existing diffcrcnccs of wealth and class depends on an argument from basic rights of self-Qwncrship
and just tr.msfcr, ;md that inequalities that cannot be so justified are unacceptable. His
deepest difference from Kantian liberdlism is his unargucd assumption that features
of persons other than the basis of their momI powers have moral weight and rele\-ance:
features such as talent in sports, physical strength, cleverness, etc.
14. On this distinction, sec HenryS. Richardson, Pmrlical Deliberation ofFinal End.i
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 69-86,209-27.
15. l~vcn in this arca,libcmls will differ. Thus, for example, in the area oflcgal regulation of speech, Cass Sunstcin's view holds that political speech is the central type
that government needs to protect in protecting respect for persons; Joshua Cohen argues, in contrast, that artistic speech is also worthy of protection as embodying expressive
capacities thm arc central to personhood. See Sunstein, Democracy and the Pmblt-m of
,..,.,.~ SJieecll (New York: The Free Press, 199!~), pp. ; Cohen, "Freedom of Expression,·
PlriltmtfJhy t11ul PulJiic 1\jft1irs 22 ( 1993), pp. 207-li3. Once again, we see here differences
not only about stmtcgics to achieve equal respect, hut, as well, about the more concrete specification of the notions involved, such as personhood and autonomy. On
specification, with respect to liberal politics, sec Richardson, Practical Delibt'l"aliotl, 20927, csp. 218-27.
A note on US politics. In terms of my discussion here, all major positions represented on the US political scene arc to at least some degree liberal positions, insof01r
ilS they defend the Constitution. The strongest inclinations to anti-liberalism ciln he
seen in conscrviltivc and comnmnitarian politics, though even these forces arc held in
check by the Bill of Rights. (Thus,in a recent documentary program on Pl01to 's &public
made for the llhcovcry Channel, William Bennett said that Plato had some very good
ideas about the promotion oflirtue and the control of art-but then immediately said
that of course we think tlmt Plmo went too far! ) Economic libertarians and their opponents (often called "liberals") arc, in tcnns of my argument, ri\-al heirs of the liberal tmdition, who differ about how cqu<~l respect and liberty should be embodied in
Jaws and institutions. Things are confused by the fact that the Republican party houses
both libertarians ;md anti-libcrdls. The Democratic party used to contain many socialist
anti-Jibcmls, and still contains numerous communitarian critics of liberalism.
16• .Jaggar. p. 29.
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17 .
18 .
19 .
20.

.Jaggar, p. 30.
.Jaggar, p. 40.
.Jaggar, p. 41.
This would seem to be the meaning of the claim that "the egoistic model ofhmnan
nature~ is unable to admit "the values of community~ (45).
21. .Jaggar appears to grant this in the case of Rawls (p. 31 ), but she insists, nmwtht~
less, that the psychological egoism inherent in liberal theory has left its deforming marks
on Rawls's normative theory.
22. Amartya Sen, "Rational Fools: A Critique of the Behavioural Foundations ofEco·
nomic Theory," in Clwiu, W~lftiTI', ami Mmsumlll'llt (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 19!!2), !!4108, discussed in.Jaggar p. 45.
23. See .Jaggar, :n IT.
24. Although one probably should not count Hobbes as a part of tht' liberal
tradition.
25. Nor is it correct to think that the liberal conception of"happiness~ is simply idcn·
tical to the satisfaction of self-interested desire; there would appear to bt• no major liberal theorist, with the possible exception of Uentham, of whom that is unqualifiedly
true, and in the K.'lntian tradition there is no tendency at all in this din·ction.
26. On these arguments, sec my The Therafry of Dl'sirl': Tlll'ot) and Pmrtire in Helll'llistic Ethics (Princeton: Princt,Um University Press, 1994), especially chs. 11-13.
27. I visited SEWA onl\larch 15 and 16, 1997, and base these observations on conversations with Ela Uhatt, Manha Chen, and other members of the organization.
28. See Mill, On l.ibmy, p. , where he speaks of the importance of overcoming pt•ople's lackofintcrcst in the world and getting them t•ngagcd in life.
29. We may remark that ancient proponents of seJf:sullicicncy favored masturbation as a way of minimizing dependency on others-see Diogcncs Laertius' Ujt'of Diogenes the Cynic. No modern liberal thinker follows this view.
30. In these remarks about Buddhism I am much indebted to conversation with Paul
Grillilhs.
31. Thus I find quite puzzling .Jaggar's claim that liberalism n:jects human em·
bodimcnt (pp. 31, 40-42). One might, of course, have a metaphysic of st•paratc substances without making embodiment central to it, but then it would be difficult to explain
why liberalism would devote so much attention to the feeding of those substances.
32. Putting things in terms of happiness and misery should not ht' taken to suggest
either that liberalism is not critical of existing prcfert•nces and dt'sircs or that the liberal empha.~is on separdh:ness requires Pareto optimality for all policies. It might well
be that we will allow a larger amount of happines.~ for Q to compensate for a largt•r
amount of misery for X, if we judge that X's self-gcnt'rdted taste for luxury and power
is at the root of his miscn·.
33. Sec .Jean Drczc and Amartya Sen, Hungt'T a11d J>ublic Artimr (Oxford: Clarendon
Pres.~. 19!!9). The figure is arri\'ed at by taking a.~ the ha.~c line the sex ratio in SubSahardn Africa (where there is great poverty hut little evidence of sex discrimination
in basic issues of health and mortality), and asking, Uow many more women than arc
now in country C would be there if they had the same sex ration as Sub-Saharan Africa?
34. For statistics, sec the Human /)t'velopmmt Rt'/Jorl 1995. United Nations llt·velop·
ment Program.
35. See Nahid Toubia, Fnrurk Gmittli Mrlliilllimr (Scccmd edition, UNICEF, New \ork.
1995).
36. For these two statistics, and manv others, set• The U'orld"J Women 19i0./990:
TTl'llm and Statistics (New York: United N~tions, 1991), 19-22.
37. Sec Lori L. Heise, "Freedom Close to Home: The Impact of \'iolcncc Against
Women on Reproductive Right~," in \'o'RHR, 23!1-55, citing .M. Isabel Rosas. "Violcncia
Sexual y Politica Criminal,~ ClAD EM lnl(mnati\'o l'o. 6, Lima, April 1992, and Tatiana
Treguear L. and Carmen Can·o B., Ni nas Miidm: Rmtimto d~ 11 1ra Expmmcia (San .Jose,
Costa Rica: PRO CAL. 1991), and F.lizaheth Shrdder·Cox, "Violence Against Women in
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Central America and its Impact on Reproductive Health,~ paper presented at the Safe
Motherhood Central America Conference, Guatemala City,January 27-31, 1992. One
should note th;ll women in these societies arc not secluded, so the high proportion in
the Costa Rican example is significant.
38. Sec for example Heise, 24344; most US jurisdictions still require a greater
showing or force to convict of rape within marriage, and treat it as a lesser offense, if
they do not exempt it completely.
39. 1f.Jag!,rar had considered that a major alternative to liberal individualism, in worldmetaphysical terms, is the Buddhist denial of the self, would she have spoken so slightingly of individualism?
40. J. S. Mill, 1/u•Subjedion of Women, ed. S.M. Okin (Indianapolis: Hackett,1988),
p.33.
41. His reference to Uncle Toms Cabin in this passage makes it clear that he is thinking about America, and yet he appears to be ignor.mt or the sexual situation of American slaves.
42. Pp. 33-34. Mill here discusses the Infant Custody Act of 1839, which allowed
the Court of Chancery to award mothers custody of children under the age of seven
and access to those under the age of sixteen: this small beginning shows graphically
how bad the legal situation of mothers was previously.
43. Pp. 81H!8. Compare Considerations 011 Republican Government, where Mill observes
that a man who takes no pleasure in his wife's pleasure is "stunted."
44. P. 86.
45. Sec Theory ofjustice 128 f. The focus here is on intcrgenerationaljustice, and
the is.~uc or distribution to the current members of the household is not raised. On
p. 463, Rawls states that in a ~broader inquiry" the institution of the family "might be
questioned, and other arrangements might indeed prove to be preferable."
46. Sec Susan Moller Okin, \\'limen in \\~tern Politiral7'hought (Princeton: Princeton Uni\·crsity Press, 1979, p. 282, on the way in which Mill's proposals showed the limitations of previous liberal indhidualism.
47. See Amart}'il Sen, ~Gender and Coopcrati\·e Conflicts," in Persistent Inequalities,
cd. I. Tinker (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990), 12349.
48. Rawls supports reforms in the divorce law on grounds of sex equality in ~he
Idea or Public Reason," University of Chicago Law &11inv forthcoming.
49. For one impressive critique of the US tax system's inequities toward women, and
a proposal for reform, sec Edward McCaffery, Taxing Women (Chicago: University or
Chicago Press, 1997 forthcoming). McCaffery is a politicallibeml in the Rawlsian
tmdition: sec, for example, his ~he Political l.iheral Cnse Against the Estate Tax,"
Philosophy anti Public Affairs23 (1994) 281-312.
50. Sec Verma, "Femininity," in WCD, p. •HI.
51. Rawls, A Throry, p. 7.
52. Okin, p. 97. She does not, however, address the issue that is really centml to
Rawls in the context, namely the question whether the parties would represent continuing transgcnemtionallincs or simply themselves. Sec A Theory p. 146, 284 IT.
53. S. M. Okin, Justiu, Gender, and tile Family (New York: Basic Books, 1989). The
proposal to make I he basic stmcture of society non-gendered does not, of course, imply
that gender might not continue to play a role in the private li\'cs ofindi\'iduals, much
in the '1\'iiY thai elhnicity or culture could play a role. Among concrete issues, Okin is
particularly concerned \\ith the situation of women in the event of divorce; she urges
that women who have done housework to facilitate a spouse's career development should
be entitled to a substantial share of his income.
54. J. Rawls, "Gender and the Family," dr.Ut; sec also ~The Idea of Public Reason."
Rawls says that it was always his intention that the parties in the original position do
not know the sex of those they represent; he points to p. 99, where he says that distinctions of sex nrc like distinctions of race and culture: they are based on Mfixed natural characteristics" and they often inOucncc people's life chances from the very start.
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h should be dear, he says, that the Veil of Ignorance is designed to ensure the panics'
ignorance of all features that have this character. Sex (unlike gender, which is a social and institutional categol')o') is a place in the distribution of natural endowment~ and
abilities. (See also ~Faimcss to Goodnes.~," Philosophimllln•inv 84 (1975) 537, where
Rawls states that the parties do not know their sex.) He also states in Throry, and reaffirms in 'The Idea of Public Rcason",that the familr is certain Ira pan of the basic structure of society, to be constrained by the principles of justice. These will ensure that
women who, for religious or other reasons, wish to choose a traditional t·olc arc free
to do so; nonetheless, political principles impose nmstraint• on the family as an instinuion to guarantee the ba.•ic rights, liberties, and fair opportunities of all its members.
There remains a difference between Rawls and Okin,in that Okin would seem to insist that the internal workings of the family should he govcmcd by principles of justice, whereas Rawls emisagcs the principles ofjusticc operating as constraints on what
families may choose, but not as governing its internal workings. The extent to which
this is a serious diflercncc needs further examination; it is likely to make most difference where the futures of children arc concerned. R:~wls continues to work on this
topic.
55. l\unch, 'Women's Rights as Human Rights: Tow:ll'<l a Re-Vision of Human
Right•. • llllman Rig/its Quarterly 12: 4864!18; sec <1lso Bunch, "l'ransforming Human
RighL• from a Feminist Perspective," in WRHR, 11-17, and Elisabeth Friedman,
"Women's Human Rights: The Emergence of a Movement," in WRHR 18-£..'>.
56. Described in Sara Hossein, ~women's Rights and l'crsonall.aws in South Asia,"
in ll11man Rights of Women: National ami llltmrationt~l PrrsfJPrlit•t's (hereafter HRW), ed.
Rebecca Cook (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania l'res.•, Hl!l-l) pp. 465-94.
57. Sec Martha Chen, A Quit>t Rrvolution: l\omm in Tramition i11 R1nal Bm1giadesh
(Cambridge, MA: Schenkman, 1983).
58. Mill notes that when a opinion is grounded in reason, a good counter-argument
will shake its solidity; when it is grounded in inational desires :md fears, good counterarguments merely intensify the resistance: "the worse it f:1res in argumentative contest, the more persuaded its adherents arc that their feeling must have some deeper
ground, which the argumenL~ do not reach; ;md while the feeling remains, it is always
throwing up fresh intrenchments of argument to repair any breach made in the old~
(pp. 1-2).
59. Sec :\lacKinnon, Toward a Ft'111il1iJt Tht'ory of tltl' Stall' (Cambridge, l\IA: Han.-ard
Uni\·crsity Press, 1989), pp. 40 ff.; ~Reflections on Sex Equality Under Law," }'aft' Law
}ollma/100 (1991) 1281-1328;Jaggar, Fnnini1t l'olitir.s 181 ff. (noting that liberal feminists have been gradually led to abandon the excessively formal approach.
60. "Toward Neutral Principles of Constitutional Law," 1/arliiJrd l.mv Unlinv 73
(1959). I discuss Wechsler's argument in detail in l'ot'tirJtutia: Till' Utemry Jmagillatioll and Public Life (Boston: Beacon Press, 1996), ch. •1.
61. MaryJant' Carr v. Alliso11 Gas Turbilll' Divi.iitm, (;mrral Motor.\ Corfwratioll, 32 F. 3d
1007 (7th Cir. 1994). Sec my PoeticJus/i(f, chapter ol.
62. To some extent, these criticisms arc prulmbly inspired hy the similar criticism
of liberalism made by Marx, for example in Crilitfll<' of lite Gotl111 Program, where Marx
argues that the liberal idea of ~equal rights" is "constantly stigmatised by a bourgeois
limitation," namely, the neglect of the antecedent mle of dilferences of class and
wealth in affecting the productivity of individuals. "It is, therefore, a right ofincquality , in its content, like every right ...To avoid all these defects, right instead of being
equal would have to be unequal." MacKinnon's critique in Toward a Ft'lttilli.il Theory is
explicitly inspired by the Marxian critique.
63. Reference to book edited from column.
64. ll1is is not to deny that individual liberal thinkt~rs have m:ule such commitment~;
and here the libenarian tradition could justl)· he suspected of having dcpaned from
the main line of tl1c liberal tradition, with its strong emph:1.~is on the critique of hierarchies and of the social ascendanq· of morally irrelev;mt distinctions.
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65. For this liew, in a feminist context, see Sen, "Gender Inequality and Theories
ofjustice," and Nussbaum, "Human Capabilities, Fcm;lle Human Beings," in \\'CD, pp.
259-73 and 61-104.
66. For another l}pe of"pcrfectionistliberalism,. see Joseph R;11., T/, Morality ofFrwdom (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986).
67. This is brought out by Sen in "Freedoms and Needs," Till' Nrw /lijmb/ir,January
I 0/17, 1994, and by me in "The Good as Discipline, the Good a~ Freedom," forthcoming
in D. Crocker, ed. Consumption and Global Strwardsllip. Rmvman and Linlelield, forthcoming 1998.
68. See A Thl'Ory ofJustiu pp. 73 fT.
69. T. Sarutha v. T. Vmkata Subbaiall, AIR 1!183 Andhm l•r.ulesh 35H.
70. The case was argued primarily as a prh-acy ca~e; but there was a subsidiary argument that the Hindu Marriage Act violates equal protection.
71. Not all-see the discussion of Hoff Sommers in clmptcr 5.
72. For the roles that !he imagination should play in developing a liberal theory of
the public sphere, sec my POI'ticjustiu.
73. Sec the discussion of this second criticism in On ora O'Neill, ·:Justice, Gender,
and International Boundaries, • in M. Nussbaum and A. Sen, cds., Till' Qufllity of UJ!•
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993), 279-323. The lcministscriticized by O'Neill include
Carol Gilligan, Eva Kittay, Genevieve Lloyd, Sara Ruddick, and Nel Noddings.
74. This point wa~ well made by Marx in On the]t'lvi.fll Qur.1tio11, where-responding
to Bauer's contention that a person could not qu11jew acquire "the rights of man"he replies that"[t)hc incompability between religion and the rights of man is so little
manifest in the concept of the rights of man that the right to bP rrligiou.1, in one's own
fashion, and to practise one's own particular religion, is expressly included among the
rights of man. The privilege of faith is a rmivt'rlal right of mall." Unl(lrtunately. Marx
(apparently neglecting this insight) goes on to claim that the "rights of man • treat the
indhidual as purely self-centered, "separ.ued from the community, withdr.nvn into himself, wholly preoccupied \\ith his priv-.ttc interest and acting in accordance with his private caprice." This mistaken claim ha~ probably inllucnced some feminist critiques.
75. Or, in the case of Rawls, to talent~ and propensities not integmll~· hound up with
ha.~ic mtional humanity.
7H. See, for example, Rawls, Tllrory·, p. 207: "to gamble in this way [liz., hy allowing the public realm to restrict the liberty of conscience I would show that one did not
t<~kc one's relib>ious or moral comictions seriously. or highly \olhle the liberty to exmnine
one •s belie[~."
77. For a mordant account of !hose traditions in their rel;uionto feminism, sec Venna
in \\'CD.
78. Maistrc ridiculed liberalism by sa}ing thm "there is no such thing as mall in the
world. I have seen, during my life, Frenchmen, Imlians, Rus.~ians, etc .... But as far as
mtm is concerned, I declare that I ha\·c never in my life met him; if he exist.~. he is unknown to meft (cited in Stephen Holmes, Tlie Anatomy ofAnti/ibn-a/inn (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1993), p. 14. Notice, however, that 1\laistre is perfectly happy
to use high-level abstmctions such as "Frenchman, • which is, one could argue, li1r less
likely than is "human being" to reve01l a set of common features similar acros.~ all cases.
Compare MacKinnon, "From Practice to theory, or What is a White Women Anyway?",
Yall'Jtmnllll ofLaw and Femi11ism 4 ( 1991) 13-22, who criticizes :mti·cssentialist feminists
for using race and class as legitimate categories while refusing the same legitimacy tn
gender.
79. Sec Friedman, in "Feminism and Modern Friendship," (above).
80. MacKinnon's own degree of "es.~entialism" about the situation of women has
come under sharp attack from communitarian and postmodernist feminist~: see the
discussion in Elizabeth Rappaport, "Generalizing Gender: Reason and Es.~nce in the
Legal Thought of Catharine MacKinnon," in A Mind of0tll''s Ow11, pp. 127-44. strongly
supporting MacKinnon's essentialism; and see MacKinnon, "What is a White Woman
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Anyway?", criticizing Elizabeth Spelman's Inessential Wmntm. In her article "Feminist
Metaphysics," in A Mind of One:~ Own, 273-8!!, Charlotte Witt argues, plausibly, that MacKinnon needs, and relics on, an idea of the human being, not just an idea of woman.
For an excellent discussion of the entire topic, sec Charlotte Witt, "Anti-Essentialism
in Feminist Theory," forthcoming in Pllilosopliiml Topics (I H!lfi).
81. Onora O'Neill, :Justin·, Gender, and International Boundaries. "The articleconstrucl~ an illuminating parallel between the gender boundary and cultural/ national
boundaries. On gender "essentialism," see also C. MacKinnon, "What is a White
Woman Anyway?"; and Susan Moller Okin, "Inequalities Between the Sexes in Different Cultural Contexts," in WCD, 274-H7.
82. Sec also Nussbaum, "Human Capabilities, Female Human Beings," in WCD,
360-95.
83. Jaggar, Femi11i.st Politir.s, p. 28.
84. On Astell, see l\Iargaret Atherton, in1\ Mimi ofOw•'s Ow11: Femi11ist E.ssa_vs mllli>as011 a11d Objectivity, ed. L. Antony and C. Witt (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, I!193). Astcll" s
m.Yor works are now reprinted in ... On :\lusonius, sec Cora Lutz, Yale Clas.siml Studies; and Nussbaum, The Thi'T'afry of Desire: Throry and Practicl' in Hellmistir I:thir.s (Princeton: Princeton University Press, I 994), ch. 9; on Greek Stoic attitudes to the equality
of women, see Malcolm Schofield, '11u•Stoic Idea of the City (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 19!11).
85. See Nussbaum, "Emotions and Women's Capabilitit~s." in WCD; also Anne
Fausto·Sterling, Myths of Gnuler (New York: Basic Books, second edition I992).
86. Some examples include C~1rol Gillig-.m. In a /Jif/I'T'rntl'oict' (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, I H82); Nancy Chodorow, The Ivprml1utio11 of Mothmng (Berkeley: University of C.alifomia Press, 1978); Sara Ruddick, Alatn'1ml Thi11king: TmJ/ard a
Politic.s of Peace (Boston: Beacon Press, 1989); Virginia Held, Fnninist Morality: Tmn.~
fonni11g Culture, Society, and Politics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993).
87. For criticisms of the reason-emotion contr.tst, sec Martha l\linow and Elizabeth
Spelman, "Passions Within Reason," C.ardm:o l.aw RFvil'lll; l\1. 1'\ussbaum, l'oelir }11stire:
71, Literary J,mginalion a111I Public Life (Boston: Beacon Press, 1995).
88. Sec, for example, C.atherine Lut:r., lln11atuml Emotimu: Everytla_v Smlimmts on a
Microtlt$iatl Atoll ami thnr Chal/nrge to l\'t>.llt'T11 111eor')" (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1988); Helen Longino, "To St.-c Ft.-clingly; Reason, Passion, and Dialogue in Feminist Philosophr," in Fnni11ism$ in thr Aratlrmy, cd. D. Stanton and A. Stewart (Ann
Arbor: Unh·crsity oDtichigan Press, 1995), 19-45.
89. This is the theme of my Gifford Lectures at the University of Edinburgh 1993.
forthcoming as Upheaval$ of Thought: A Thl'ory of the E,wtiom (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1993). See also D. Kahan and :\1. 1'\ussbaum, -rwo Conceptions of
Emotions in Criminal Law,· Columbia Lcm• Rroiro• 1996.
90. See Genevie~·e Llord. Thr Mcm ofllrasor~; Lut:r., Ummlural Emotion.-.; l.ongino, "To
See Feelingly."
91. Annette Baier, "Humc: The Reflective Woman's Epistemologist," in r\ Mimi of
Or~t's Oum.
92. For a trenchant critique that has not been displaced, sec Anthonr Kermr. in,\rtion, Emotiot1, ar~tl Will (London I!163). pp. I ff.
93. Sec Longino, in Sumner and Stanton, summari7.ing the positions of Llord and
others. A prominent source of this position within feminism is the psychoanalytical
work of Nancy Chodorow, in Thr !Vpmdurtion of Motlmir~g.
!14. Ne1 Noddings, Caring::\ Fnni11inl' Apprm1rh to Ethic$ mul Moral £duration (Berke1er: university of California Press, 1984). I do not discus.~ the even more influential
\'iews of Carol Gilligan, since it is very unclear what Gilligan "s normati\·e view is, and
also what analysis she gives to emotions of love and care (to what extent she connects
them with thought).
!15. Noddings's general position is that the notions of "justilicaiton, fairness.
justice" are "the language of the father", and that the primary defect in con tempo-
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rary ethical thought is that it focuses on this voice rather than on the "mother's voice"
(p. 1, etc.).
96. A fruitful comparison would be to the more extensive assault on liberal reciprocity in the work of Emmanuel Levinas. Noddings herself does not discuss
Levinas, but she does connect her idea to Martin Suber's account of the 1-Thou relation (142).
97. Noddings, p. 137. This forms part of Noddings's argument against Sartre's
claim that emotion always has an intentional object.
98. Perhaps I am handicapped by the fact that I simply do not recognize my own
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